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II. Abstract 

 Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophy 2D (LGMD2D) is an inherited disorder characterized 

by progressive weakness and degeneration of skeletal muscle, loss of ambulation, respiratory 

insufficiency and, often, premature death. The disease results from mutations in the alpha-

sarcoglycan (aSG) gene, encoding a muscle membrane associated protein. A-SG loss-of-

function causes a cell membrane fragility, which ultimately results in a tissue-specific increase 

of danger-associated molecules (DAMPs) and infiltration of inflammatory cells.  The DAMP 

extracellular adenosine triphosphate (eATP) released by dying myofibers steadily activates 

muscle and immune purinergic receptors exerting dual negative effects: a direct damage linked 

to altered intracellular calcium homeostasis in muscle cells and an indirect toxicity through the 

“triggering” of the immune response and inhibition of regulatory T cells (Tregs). Accordingly, 

pharmacological and genetic inhibition of eATP signaling improves the phenotype in models 

of chronic inflammatory diseases. 

In α-sarcoglycanopathy (LGMD2D), eATP effects may be further amplified since αSG 

extracellular domain binds eATP and displays an ecto-ATPase activity, thus controlling eATP 

concentration at the cell surface and attenuating the magnitude and/or the duration of eATP-

induced signals.  

 Here we show that in vivo blockade of the eATP/P2X purinergic pathway by a broad 

spectrum P2XR–antagonist delayed the progression of the dystrophic phenotype in a-SG null 

mice. eATP blockade dampened the muscular inflammatory response and enhanced the 

recruitment of Forkhead-Box-Protein P3 (Foxp3) positive immunosuppressive regulatory 

CD4+ T cells. The improvement of the inflammatory features was associated with increased 

strength, reduced necrosis and limited expression of pro-fibrotic factors, suggesting that 

pharmacologic purinergic antagonism, altering the innate and adaptive immune component in 

the muscle infiltrates, might provide a therapeutic approach to slow disease progression in 

LGMD2D. In this scenario, the consequences of purinoceptor inhibition on the stability and 

function of Tregs cells are particularly intriguing given the potential clinical value of targeting 

this T cell subset in muscle diseases. Transition to cure of our approaches is feasible: Tregs 

immunosuppressive properties have prompted clinical trials in models of autoimmunity and 

human graft versus host disease; clinical trials with P2X7 antagonists have been completed for 

other diseases, showing acceptable safety and tolerability. 
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II. Abstrakt 

 Die Muskeldystrophie der Gliedmaßengürtel (LGMD2D) ist eine vererbte Erkrankung, 

die durch fortschreitende Muskelschwäche und Degeneration der Skelettmuskulatur, Verlust 

der Gehfähigkeit, Ateminsuffizienz und häufig vorzeitigen Tod gekennzeichnet ist. Die 

Krankheit resultiert aus Mutationen im alpha-Sarkoglycan (aSG) Gen, der für ein 

muskelmembranassoziiertes Protein kodieret. 

A-SG „Loss-of-Function“ verursacht die Schwäche der Muskelmembran, die zu einer 

gewebespezifischen Erhöhung der danger associated molecules (DAMPs) und zur Infiltration 

von Entzündungszellen führt. Das DAMP extrazelluläre Adenosintriphosphat (eATP), das 

durch das Absterben von Myofasern freigesetzt wird, aktiviert die purinergischen Rezeptoren 

der Muskulatur und des Immunsystems. eATP stellt einen doppelt negativen Effekt im 

Muskelgewebe: eine direkte Schädigung, mit einer veränderten intrazellulären 

Kalziumhomöostase in den Muskelzellen, und eine indirekte Toxizität durch das "Auslösen" 

der Immunantwort mitsamt der Hemmung der regulatorischen T-Zellen (Tregs). 

Dementsprechend verbessert die pharmakologische und genetische Hemmung der eATP-

Signalgebung den klinischen Phänotyp in Modellen chronisch entzündlicher Erkrankungen. 

Bei der α-Sarkoglykanopathie, LGMD2D, können die eATP-Effekte weiter verstärkt werden, 

da die extrazelluläre Domäne der αSG eATP bindet und eine Ecto-ATPase-Aktivität zeigt, 

wodurch die eATP-Konzentration an der Zelloberfläche und die Stärke und / oder Dauer von 

eATP- induzierte Signale kontrolliert können werden. 

 Hier zeigen wir, dass die In-vivo-Hemmung des eATP / P2X-Purinergiewegs durch 

einen breiten P2XR-Antagonisten das Fortschreiten des dystrophischen Phänotyps in aSG 

knock-out Mäuse verzögerte. Die eATP-Blockierung dämpfte die muskuläre 

Entzündungsreaktion und verstärkte die Rekrutierung von Forkhead-Box-Protein P3 (Foxp3) 

positiven immunsuppressiven regulatorischen CD4 + T-Zellen. Die Verbesserung der 

Entzündungsmerkmale ging einher mit erhöhter Stärke, verminderter Nekrose und 

eingeschränkter Expression pro-fibrotischer Faktoren, was darauf schließen lässt, dass ein 

pharmakologischer purinergischer Antagonismus, der die angeborene und anpassungsfähige 

Immunkomponente in den Muskelinfiltraten verändert, einen therapeutischen Ansatz zur 

Verlangsamung des Krankheitsverlaufs in LGMD2D bieten könnte.  

In diesem Szenario sind die Konsequenzen der Purinorezeptor-Hemmung auf die Stabilität und 

Funktion von Tregs-Zellen besonders interessant. Ein Übergang zur Heilung unserer Ansätze 
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ist möglich: Tregs immunsuppressive Eigenschaften haben klinische Studien mit Modellen von 

Autoimmunerkrankungen veranlasst; klinische Studien mit P2X7-Antagonisten wurden für 

andere Krankheiten abgeschlossen und zeigen akzeptable Sicherheit und Verträglichkeit. 
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III. Mantel Text 

Publikation: The danger signal extracellular ATP is involved in the immunomediated 

damage of alpha-sarcoglycan deficient muscular dystrophy  

 

Introduction 

Primary myopathies represent a large group of inherited monogenic disorders that affect 

skeletal muscle. The clinical and genetic heterogeneity of these diseases is well recognized: 

some have natal onset, others are typical of adulthood; some are rapidly progressive, others are 

associated with long periods of stability; some, finally, have a multi-systemic involvement and 

are associated with a cardiac and central nervous system involvement. Despite this clinical 

variability, many of these diseases share similar histological characteristics the so defined 

"dystrophic" changes in the patient muscle biopsies and are thus described as “Muscular 

Dystrophies”.  Histological markers of a dystrophic process are increased myofibral size 

variability with degeneration/necrosis of muscle cells, central nucleation, regeneration from 

satellite cells and replacement of muscle tissue by connective and adipose tissue once the 

prevailing degenerative processes exhaust the pool of regenerative cells (1). 

In the last two decades, the significant advances in clinical and genetic research on muscular 

dystrophies have led to greater diagnostic precision and have allowed the initiation of targeted 

symptomatic therapy (2).  

a) Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophies 

LGMDs are a heterogeneous group of myopathies causing weakness and wasting of the 

proximal limb (the hip/shoulder girdle) musculature.  

The genes, whose mutations cause a LGMD phenotype, encode proteins that are involved in 

various parts of the muscle fiber physiology including the nucleus, sarcoplasm, sarcomere, 

sarcolemma and extracellular matrix.  With the progressive advancements in next-generation 

molecular sequencing, it has been demonstrated that the same genetic variant can cause a wide 

spectrum of symptoms with distinct clinical phenotypes.   Taken as a group, LGMDs is the 

fourth most common muscular dystrophy, with a pooled prevalence of 1.63 per 100,000 (range 

0.56–5.75 per 100,000), following Dystrophinopaties, Myotonic Dystrophies and 

Facioscapulohumeral Muscular Dystrophy (3). Indeed, when the term LGMD was first 

conceptualized in 1954, it was thought to be a single entity. LGMDs are now classified into 2 
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main classes based on the inheritance pattern: autosomal dominant (AD-LGMD1) and 

autosomal recessive (AR-LGMD2) types (according to the last classification in 2018, there are 

8 subtypes of LGMD type 1 and 26 subtypes of LGMD type 2).  

X-linked disorders that display a limb–girdle pattern of weakness include the Emery–Dreifuss 

Muscular Dystrophies and the Dystrophinopaties (Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, Becker 

Muscular Dystrophy, and manifesting carriers of Dystrophinopaties) and are not traditionally 

listed in the category of LGMDs. 

The clinical presentation and the rate of progression is highly variable also within the same 

family of LGMD; serum creatine kinase (CK) levels, which in the past were considered a 

marker of disease progression, vary from normal to greatly elevated, even within the same 

LGMD subtype. The muscle biopsy often shows nonspecific dystrophic features. The 

immunohistochemistry on muscle tissue is available only for Sarcoglycanopathies, 

Dysferlinopathies, Dystroglycanopathies, Caveolinopathies, type VI Collagenopathies and 

most of the patients are diagnosed through genetic testing. Testing at-risk family members may 

also assist with medical management and provide information for reproductive decision-

making. 

b) Sarcoglycanopathies (LGMD 2C-2E)  

Sarcoglycans (SGs) are four different heavily glycosylated transmembrane glycoproteins (a, -

b, -g, and -d) whose loss–of-function (LOF) cause respectively the LGMD-2D, 2E, 2C and 2F. 

SGs are part of a multimeric structure, the Dystrophin-Glycoprotein complex (DGC). The DGC 

is a large complex of membrane-associated proteins that further consists of dystrophin, the 

dystroglycans (α and β), sarcospan, the syntrophins (α1, β1, β2, γ1- and γ2) and α-dystrobrevin. 

The main function of the DGC is to provide a strong mechanical link from the intracellular 

cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix. Dystrophin binds in its N-terminal domain the 

myofibrillar actin and in its C- terminal portion the sarcoglycans and b-dystroglycan. These in 

conjunction with a-dystroglycan act as bridge joining components of the extracellular matrix 

such as laminin-2, agrin and neurexin (Fig.1). The mechanical link provided by the DGC is 

critical to the preservation of muscle membrane integrity.  Each muscle contraction in both 

heart and skeletal muscle results in cellular deformation and shortening. Throughout this 

process, the contractile machinery inside the myofibers must remain intimately connected with 

the membrane and extracellular matrix. Without this tight association, movement would be 

improperly transmitted and myocytes would risk damage to their membranes (2). The clinical 

phenotype of LGMD2C-F patients is heterogeneous, and age of onset, rate of progression 
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Fig. 1. The skeletal muscle sarcolemma and the DGC. Modified from “Therapy for Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy: renewed optimism from genetic approaches” Fairclough et al. Nat Rev Gen 2013; 14:373.8 

 

and severity can vary between and within affected families.  Patients with stop or severe 

missense mutations may have a severe clinical presentation characterized by early childhood 

muscle weakness, wheel chair bound during adolescence and respiratory insufficiency due to 

the weakness of diaphragm and respiratory muscles and premature death.  The patients with a 

milder clinical presentation may remain ambulatory into adulthood. A small percentage may 

display an episode of rhabdomyolysis as first clinical symptom (4).  

A recent multicenter study suggested that Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) findings can 

differentiate Sarcoglycanopathies from other LGMDs and Dystrophinopathies. The study 

showed that thigh adductors, glutei, and posterior thigh muscles are the earliest and most 

severely affected muscles in sarcoglycan patients. Normal or relatively preserved MRI findings 

of distal leg muscles and sparing of distal quadriceps are characteristics of all the 

Sarcoglycanopathies (5). 

The muscle biopsy of patients affected by LGMD2C-2E shows dystrophic features with a 

reduced or absent immunoreactivity for the mutated sarcoglycan and often a decreased signal 

for dystrophin and the other components of the DGC as a result of a protein destabilization of 

the whole structure and accelerated proteasomal degradation. With the exception of the 
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symptomatic physiotherapeutic treatment and the prevention of pulmonary, bone and metabolic 

complications, no causative therapy is now available for these patients.  

However, the research activity working on these disorders has been recently very productive.  

In the last few years, by studying the pathogenesis of LGMD2D, it has been established that 

the loss of function (LOF) condition is the consequence of the activation of the protein quality 

control system (QC) of the cell. In fact, the majority of LGMD2D genetic defects are originating 

from a folding-defective protein that is recognized by the endoplasmic reticulum-QC and 

delivered to degradation through the ubiquitin-proteasome system (6). Sandona et al. reported 

in 2018 the efficient recovery of aSG missense mutants in muscle cells treated with three 

different Cystic Fibrosis ΔF508-Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator 

(CFTR) correctors previously adopted for cystic fibrosis (7). The feasible mechanism of action 

of these compounds on the aSG mutants is the modulation of the biological capacity of the 

protein quality control network of the cells, i.e. the proteostasis regulation. 

Next to the studies working at the protein level, two clinical trials centered on gene therapy 

replacement in patients affected by respectively LGMD-2D and LGMD-2E are currently 

ongoing.  

The NCT03652259 “Phase I/II Gene Transfer Clinical Trial for LGMD2E using 

scAAVrh74.MHCK7.hSGCB by systemic infusion” is currently recruiting (Nationwide 

Children's Hospital, USA), while, the NCT01976091 “Phase I/IIa Dose escalation study of self-

complementary AAVrh74.tMCK.hSGCA delivered to single leg and bilaterally via a major 

lower limb artery to the whole lower limb” has concluded the recruitment and is currently active 

(Nationwide Children's Hospital, USA) (8, 9). 

Sarcoglycanopathies are also the focus of regenerative medicine. In 2012 Tedesco et al.  

obtained human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from LGMD2D patients and induced 

them to differentiate into mesoangioblast-like cells that were then genetically corrected in vitro 

using a viral vector expressing the defective gene SGCA, which encodes a-SG. After 

intramuscular or intra-arterial injection of these genetically corrected, iPSCs-derived 

mesoangioblasts into mice with LGMD2D (immune-deficient Sgca-null mice), the cells homed 

to damaged mouse skeletal muscle, engrafted, and formed muscle fibers expressing α-SG (10).  

Lastly, it should be underlined that the mechanically weaker plasma membrane lacking SGs, 

more easily damaged during muscle contraction, allows release of intracellular epitopes and 

infiltration of immune cells with chronic inflammation (Fig.2).  
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Fig. 2.  Hematoxylin & Eosin (A) and Alkaline Phosphatase (B) analysis on a representative muscle 

biopsy of a patient affected by aSG deficit. Arrows show the inflammatory infiltrates. 

 

It is conceivable that soluble inflammatory factors contribute to the progression of the 

dystrophic process by direct inhibition of muscle function and /or regeneration and by 

recruitment of immunological cells to the area of muscle damage.  Accordingly, NCX 320, a 

derivative of ibuprofen, has been evidenced to improve pathogenic features of aSG deficiency 

in the aSG knockout (KO) model (Sgca) (11).   

c) Chronic inflammation influences the evolution of muscle degeneration in sarcoglycan 

deficient muscular dystrophies.  

Intriguingly, in addition to promoting muscle damage, the immune system facilitates also 

muscle regeneration and repair in muscular dystrophy. During the last decade, innate immunity, 

in particular, macrophages and their various polarization states M1-M2 have been considered 

as a central regulator of the tissue healing process in muscle tissue. However, recent evidences 

suggest that the adaptive immune system and in particular Tregs are a critical actors.  

Tregs, particularly those expressing Foxp3+ (a transcription factor involved in their 

development and function), regulate the immune responses (12). They were originally 

described as controlling the activities of other T cells but were later recognized to regulate B 

cells and several innate immune system players. In muscle, Vetrone et al. first described that 

Treg could play a protective role in Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) and showed an 

increased expression of FoxP3 mRNA in mdx mice characterized by a milder dystrophic 

phenotype (13). 

More recently, it has been evidenced that in the muscles from patients affected by dystrophin 

deficiency Treg accumulate in sites of necrosis and display an activated phenotype with the 
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expression of IL10, a suppressive cytokine that was previously shown to reduce the pathology 

of muscular dystrophy in dystrophinopathic mice (14, 15).  Next to their action on the myeloid 

populations infiltrating the degenerative tissue, Tregs can exert a direct stimulatory effect on 

satellite cells by expressing Amphyregulin (Areg), which enhances satellite cell differentiation 

in vivo and in vitro (16). Consistently, Tregs ablation following treatment with diphtheria toxin 

in Foxp3DTR mice or following treatment with the specifically depleting anti-CD25mAb 

targeting CD4+CD25hi Tregs increases muscle damage in dystrophic mice (15). 

While extensive studies have been completed on Dystrophinopathies and innate/adaptive 

immunity, the role of the Tregs population in sarcoglycanopathies has not been studied yet. 

Moreover, the molecular mechanisms that on one side initiate and perpetuate inflammation and 

that on the other recruit and expand the muscle Tregs lymphocyte pool are poorly defined. 

Plausible candidates for the triggering of the tissue immune-mediated damage are the so-called 

DAMPS. 

d) Extracellular ATP, a DAMP involved in innate and adaptive immunity. 

A central tenet of the priming and development of an inflammatory response in the absence of 

infectious agents are the DAMPs (17). These self-molecules execute precise intracellular task 

in both innate and adaptive immune system and are able to exert disparate functions when 

released into the extracellular space. Among DAMPs, eATP and its derivates signal various 

physiological responses, including platelet activation and aggregation, immune responses, 

vascular tone, neurotransmission, nociception, cardiac function, tumor growth, renal transport, 

smooth-muscle contraction and apoptosis (17)  (Fig.3). Nucleotides are released from cells into 

the extracellular fluids as result of cell lysis, exocytosis or efflux from transport/channel 

proteins.  Once outside the cell, eATP actions are exerted through activation of plasma 

membrane receptors termed P2 receptors. P2X 1−7 receptors open to non-selective ion 

channels, whereas P2Y1, 2, 4, 6, 11-14 are guanine nucleotide-binding protein (G protein)-

coupled receptors (GPCRs), which bind preferentially ADP, UDP, UTP or UDP-glucose.  

Activation of P2 receptors regulates many cellular functions ranging from survival and 

proliferation to apoptosis.  The final effect of eATP on a given cell depends, therefore, on the 

composition of P2 receptors expressed on its surface. On the other hand, the activity of ATP in 

the extracellular milieu is tightly controlled by the combined action of ubiquitous ectoapyrase 

(CD39) and ecto-5'-nucleotidase (CD73), expressed for example by Tregs, which readily 

degrade ATP to adenosine (18) (Fig. 4). In the immune system, the purinergic signaling, in 
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particular P2X7 mediated signal transduction, has been intensely investigated in antigen 

presenting cells (APC) such as dendritic cells, macrophages and monocytes (19). 

 

Fig. 3. The DAMP molecule ATP is released by cells in degeneration/necrosis and has the peculiar 
property to activate both arms of the immune system: (i) the innate immunity with consequent release 
of Il1b by macrophages and (ii) the adaptive immunity by stimulating the switch from naïve CD4 cells 
to Th17 lymphocytes and by inhibiting their differentiation in T regs. 

 

eATP, released from the cytosol of dying cells, contributes to an efficient priming of APCs in 

the initial phase of the immune response and in mouse macrophages activation of P2X7 receptor 

by exogenous ATP is strictly required as second signal for IL1b  processing and secretion in 

response to extracellular stimuli such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (20). Next to the well-

documented role in inflammasome activation in cells of the innate immune system, eATP 

determines effector T cell activation as well as inhibition of Tregs function and stability, 

underscoring the potential value of P2X antagonism as a pharmacological tool to dampen 

inflammation (21).  

Accordingly, blockade of eATP signaling cascade dramatically ameliorates the outcome of T 

cell-mediated inflammation in established experimental models of autoimmunity (22-24).  

e) P2X receptors mediate inflammasome activation in muscle cells 

Muscle cells are not silent actors in the inflammatory reaction that complements the dystrophic 

process but express P2X receptors and key components of the inflammasome pathway 
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suggesting that myofibers can exert a direct role in the development and maintenance of the 

immune-mediated damage 

 

 

Fig. 4. In the extracellular space, the action of tissue ATP is counteracted by ecto ATPases, which 
ultimately lead to the formation of adenosine. 

 

In primary myoblasts isolated from dysferlin-deficient mice and LGMD 2B patients, eATP 

triggers P2X7-mediated secretion of IL-1b (25). 

Similarly, significant expression of P2X and, specifically, of the P2X7 receptor has been 

immunodetected in skeletal muscle from mdx mice and primary myoblasts from DMD patients 

and exposure to eATP in myoblasts of a dystrophin−negative muscle cell line stimulates a 

strong and sustained increase in cytoplasmic Ca++ concentrations (26, 27). 

 

Rationale of the study 

In muscle, ATP is primarily known for its function as an energy source, but, as a DAMP, it 

displays peculiar properties: availability in high concentrations within the cytoplasm of every 

cells, virtual absence in the extracellular space in healthy tissue, quick release following cell 

damage. These features render it an ideal harbinger of tissue damage in muscular dystrophies.  

We proposed a model according to which eATP released by necrotic myofibers exerts a dual 

crucial role in the pathogenesis of SG deficiency or LGMD2D-2E: 
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1) an indirect action through the triggering of the innate and adaptive immunity and the 

inhibition of Tregs recruitment and 2) a direct action on the muscle cell through its own 

receptors by activating the inflammasome pathway and altering intracellular Ca++ balance. 

We first started analyzing a model of aSG deficiency (LGMD2D). Indeed, aSG displays an 

ATP-binding site in its extracellular domain and is characterized by an ecto-ATPase activity 

(28). It is thus feasible to hypothesize that aSG can attenuate the magnitude and/or the duration 

of eATP-induced signals on the P2X receptors present on the muscle membrane, thus 

modulating its toxic effects. 

 

Methods 

In this section, we will describe the methodologies that are peculiar to this work or that required 

specific procedures. The more standardized techniques already described in the paper will be 

not further deepened.  

a) Choice of the Mouse Model and Treatment Plan  

The study was completed in the aSG knockout (KO) mouse model (Sgca) kindly donated by 

Prof. Giulio Cossu (San Raffaele Institute, Milan, Italy).  This mouse line was first described 

in 1997 and recapitulates many features of the human disease, thus being suitable for preclinical 

research (29). In these mice the muscle necrosis starts already at 2 weeks of age and in the adult 

mice the skeletal muscles display a high number of small regenerative fibers and a higher 

expression of myogenic genes such as MyoD, Myogenin, Myf5 than in wild-type mice. In 

addition, fibrotic and fat infiltrates accompanied by signs of chronic inflammation 

progressively accumulates in Sgca muscles and heart. All these dystrophic hallmarks are most 

pronounced in diaphragm muscle. Functionally, Sgca mice perform significantly worse than 

the wild types in the two or four limb hanging tests, while the grip strength and the rotarod 

assessment are less significative.   The hanging tests represent therefore the standard procedure 

in this mouse model for a more direct comparison of pre-clinical drug testing between 

laboratories (www.treat−nmd.eu/research/preclinical/SOPS).  

Our analysis was completed in 4 weeks old male Sgca mice and age -matched wild types (Wt). 

The experiments were repeated in two separate 4 week trials which both included an n=5 -7 

mice for each experimental group. Thus, the results are indicative of at least an n=10 animals 

per group.  
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The animals were treated for 4 weeks intraperitoneally with periodate-oxidase ATP (oATP) a 

compound largely used to realize a wide inhibition of P2X receptors. oATP is a Schiff-base that 

binds to amino groups on accessible lysine residues of the receptors.  The compound is able to 

exert a wide inhibition of the P2X receptors although its efficacy is minor to the one displayed 

by new generation specific P2X7 or P2X4 purinergic antagonists. The dose and modalities of 

the treatment were based on our previous experience in mdx mice. Control Sgca mice were 

treated with vehicle alone (PBS). 

At the end of the treatment the analysis included 1) clinical parameters (response to exercise, 

strength and coordination measurement, serum CK levels), 2) histopathological score (muscle 

morphology according to Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), 3) immunological 

characterization i.e. phenotype and function of T cells infiltrating the muscle tissues, 4) 

evaluation of parameters of fibrosis.  

As concerns the muscle functional analysis, the Four Limb Hanging Test was completed at the 

beginning of the study and at the end of the 2nd and 4th week of treatment. Briefly, oATP-, PBS-

treated Sgca and Wt controls mice were subjected to a 180-sec lasting hanging test, during 

which a “falling score” was recorded. In each time-points, all the mice had to hang for three 

trials, and the average maximum hanging time of the three trials was measured (SOP, 

http://www.treat-nmd.eu/research/preclinical/preclinical-efficacy-standards/). 

 

b) Isolation of Primary Satellite Cells   

Between the basal lamina that surrounds each muscle fiber and the plasma membrane of the 

muscle fiber are located mononuclear cells named satellite cells (SCs), which are still 

considered today the main players in skeletal muscle regeneration (30). The isolation of these 

cells allows realizing cultures of primary myoblasts. The procedure of purification from small 

muscle tissue fragments can be completed enzymatically or by cell-migration from a small 

explant of muscle tissue. In this paper we adopted the first methodology using an already 

standardized cocktail containing solution with Collagenase I (100 μg/ml) Dispase (500 μg/ml), 

and DNaseI (100 μg/ml) in PBS.  Once plated, the cells reach confluence and hence are induced 

to differentiate in myotubes through a specific Differentiation Medium (DMEM, 10% donor 

horse serum, 1% L-Glutamine, and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin, 1‰ gentamicin, 2, 5 ng/ml 

bFibroblast Growth Factor).  

b) Ecto-ATPase Activity  
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The hydrolysis of ATP is of fundamental importance to the signaling cascades initiated by the 

presence of extracellular nucleotides. 

Indeed, the content of eATP reflects the balance between ATP released from cells and its 

extracellular degradation, which is tightly regulated by the activity of ectoapyrases referred to 

as ecto-ATPases. These enzymes are found on the plasma membranes and associate with ATP-

binding proteins. They hydrolyze the terminal phosphate residues of nucleoside triphosphates 

and diphosphates on the extracellular surface of cell. In concert, ecto-5′-nucleotidases (ecto-5′-

NT) hydrolyze nucleotide monophosphates to their respective nucleosides. This latter enzyme 

is bound to the external surface of cell by glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchoring. Ectoapyrase, 

shown to express the known marker CD39, and ecto-5′-nucleotidase, identified with CD73, can 

be viewed as converting nontransportable nucleotides to transportable nucleosides. This 

sequential adenylate scavenger pathway can supply cells with required sources of purines when 

internal sources are depleted and can act as a feedback control mechanism when the levels of 

eATP are dangerously increased. Therefore, the action of nucleotide-hydrolyzing enzymes is 

essential to terminate the signaling, to generate new signaling molecules and to salvage purines.  

 

Sandona et al. showed in 2004 that aSG in C2C12 cells behaves as an ecto-ATPase, whose 

activity strictly depends on the presence of bivalent cations (28). 

In the present study ATP degradation was evaluated in primary myotubes isolated from Sgca 

and Wt age-matched controls by phosphate HPLC analysis.  

In particular, once terminally differentiated, myotubes of each genotype were washed once with 

1 ml Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) and 0.35 ml HBSS containing 0.3 mM ATP were 

added. At various times (0, 5, 15 min), 100-ul aliquots of the incubations were withdrawn and 

incubations were stopped by filtration with a multiscreen vacuum manifold using Immobilon-

P membrane plates. ATP degradation was determined by the phosphate HPLC analysis, as 

previously described (31). Cells were lysed and protein content in each well was determined by 

Bradford assay.  

c) Determination of apoptotic rate 

Once differentiated into mature myotubes, the cells were pre-treated with LPS (1μg/mL) for 4 

hours and then incubated with ATP (3mM) or BenzoylATP (BzATP) (300 μM), an ATP-

analog, which selectively activates P2X7 receptors, for 16 hours.  Then, myotubes were 

analyzed by flow-cytometry according to other studies that have adopted the same technique 
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(32). Specifically, the cells were stained with Annexin A5 FITC/7-AAD and apoptosis was 

evaluated by flow-cytometry according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sample analysis was 

performed using Gallios cytometer and Kaluza 1.1 softwares. 

 

Results and Discussion  

Sgca skeletal muscle displays an activation of innate and adaptive immunity. 

The first question we addressed in the project is whether muscle tissue devoid of aSG displays 

an activation of an inflammatory cascade as it is extensively reported in the experimental 

models of dystrophin deficiency. Indeed, even though the mechanisms of disease are similar, 

(damage of a mechanically weaker plasma membrane, release of intracellular antigens, 

infiltration of immune cells, induction of pro-fibrotic cytokines and growth factors), the clinical 

and histological phenotype of Duchenne patients is in the vast majority of case more dramatic 

and limited are the clinical studies and the clinical experience on anti-inflammatory strategies 

in human sarcoglycanopathies. Likewise, although different experimental models have shown 

how distinct anti-inflammatory approaches may enhance stem cell therapy in Sgca mice, the 

molecular mechanisms that trigger the immune-mediated damage in this disorder have not been 

described yet. The first figure of the paper describes that when compared to Wt animals, aSG 

-deficient muscle tissue displayed higher expression levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines such 

as IL1b, IFNg, and IL6. Macrophage surface-proteins as PTPRC (CD45), ADGRE1 (F4/80), 

and EGR2 were up regulated by respectively 7.5, 4.1 and 10 folds, while in the T cell population 

we detected a specific increase of CD4+ cells. This process was counteracted by an increase in 

the number of Foxp3+ CD4+ Treg, which also showed an activated phenotype as confirmed by 

the induced levels of the cytokine IL10 (Figure 1). These results were further confirmed by 

immunoblot and immunohistochemistry data (Figure 7, 8) through which we showed in aSG 

muscles an augmented content of the pro-inflammatory protein Activating Signal Cointegrator 

1 (ASC1), an increased infiltration of CD45 leukocytes, of Ly6C+ macrophages (innate 

immunity) and of CD3 lymphocytes (adaptive immunity).  

 

The DAMP molecule eATP is involved in Sgca inflammatory process. 

1) Sgca muscle cells overexpress the purinergic receptor P2X7, are characterized by a 

defect in ecto-ATPase activity and undergo apoptosis upon ATP treatment. 
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 Considered the presence of cells and mediators of type 1 and type 2 inflammations in aSG 

deficient muscle tissue, we aimed to evaluate the possible involvement of the DAMP molecule 

ATP in this complex cascade.  

Sgca mice were characterized by an enhanced expression of P2X4 and P2X7 receptors in 

muscle tissue, confirming that aSG defects, as Dystrophinopathies, result into a purinergic 

pathway over activation (Figure 3). While P2X4R was mainly up regulated in CD45+ 

inflammatory cells infiltrating the muscle, P2X7R was over expressed on the plasma membrane 

of Sgca muscle fibers. Noteworthy, in dystrophic cells the receptor molecules were found to be 

organized in specific patches (Figure 4). This same feature was described in the monocytic 

subset of myeloid derived suppressor cells isolated from neuroblastoma- bearing mice in which 

an increased activity of the receptor correlated with an increased segmental plasma membrane 

fluorescence (33).   

The P2X7 receptor expressed in Sgca muscle cells is functional as primary myotubes isolated 

from this mouse model showed an increased susceptibility to ATP- and BzATP- apoptotic 

induced signal (Figure 2).  

Furthermore, we confirmed the previous biochemical data developed in a heterologous cell 

system (HEK293) on aSG ecto-ATPase activity.  Sgca muscle cells were indeed characterized 

by a decrease in ecto-ATPase activity resulting into a higher accumulation of ATP in the cell 

medium. This reinforces the hypothesis that the absence of aSG can less efficiently counteract 

ATP direct toxicity on the muscle cells (Figure 2).  

 

2) Pharmacological inhibition of purinergic signaling via oATP led to an improvement of 

muscular function and structure, a reduction of the innate/adaptive immune response and 

fibrosis, and an increase in Foxp3+ CD4+Tregs muscle infiltration. 

We further verified the relevance of the molecule eATP in the aSG dystrophic model by 

blocking it with a pharmacological agent and then dissecting the consequences on exercise 

performance, histological features of inflammation and fibrosis and on the representation of the 

inflammatory cell subsets in the muscle tissue. 

The evaluation of muscle strength completed by Four Limb Hanging Test at the beginning of 

the treatment (time 0) and at the end of every week showed a stabilization of the limb weakness. 

The untreated group displayed a progressive worsening of muscle strength along time, while 

the oATP-Sgca cohort maintained the scores measured at time 0 (Figure 5).  

Histological analyses performed on gastrocnemii and diaphragms confirmed a decrease of the 

area and the intensity of inflammatory reactions in oATP treated mice as evaluated by acid 
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phosphatase staining, which is positive in activated macrophages and myofibers in 

degeneration/necrosis (Figure 6). In accordance with this anti-inflammatory picture, P2X 

blockade led to a reduction of the transcription and protein levels of fibrogenic factors, which 

ultimately stimulate endomysial fibrosis and connective replacement of muscle tissue such as 

Osteopontin, Connective Tissue Growth Factor (CTGF) and Transforming Growth Factor-

b (TGF-b) (Figure 9, 10).  

 

Finally, the consequences of oATP treatment on innate and adaptive immune response in 

skeletal muscle of Sgca mice were measured by: 

-Quantification of muscular Il-1β, Il-6, Interferon (IFN)γ and Transforming Nuclear Factor 

(TNF) α transcripts.  

-Immunostaining and measurement of the CD45+ and Ly6C+ leucocytes infiltrating the muscle 

tissue.  

-Measurement of the protein levels of Asc1, a co-activator of NF kappa b pathway.  

-Immunostaining and measurement of the CD3 lymphocytes infiltrating the muscle tissue.  

-Immunostaining and quantification of the transcripts of the Treg molecular marker Foxp3 in 

muscle lysates.  

Altogether, this first immunological profile indicated that the activation of innate and adaptive 

immunity measurable in the aSG deficient muscle is reduced upon blockade of the DAMP 

molecule eATP (Figure 7, 8). Nonetheless the decrease in the total number of CD3 

lymphocytes, the number of Foxp3+ infiltrating cells was though stable when not moderately 

increased in oATP-treated Sgca mutants confirming the inhibition of Treg pro-apoptotic ATP 

induced signal upon purinergic blockade.   

 

Impact on Patients and Future Developments 

The translational impact of the study covers distinct aspects. 

1. We indicate that innate and adaptive immunity are triggered in muscles from a mouse model 

of aSG deficiency. Differently from DMD, patients affected by LGMD2D, when also severe, 

are not treated with corticosteroids. The rationale of corticosteroid adoption in 

Dystrophinopathies is mainly based on the inflammatory reaction observed in the muscle 

biopsies. Indeed, steroid treatment, when started in ambulant boys, leads to a stabilization of 

respiratory function for about 2 years.  
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As concerns sarcoglycanopathies, the scientific literature reports few isolated and contradictory 

descriptions and a definitive study on mouse models of sarcoglycanopathies is missing (34, 35). 

Moreover, the unveiling of an inflammatory response in sarcoglycan deficiencies does not 

justify per se the clinical use of corticosteroids. The mechanisms of steroid action seem to be 

much more complicated. The clinical trial NCT00527228 (http://www.ClincalTrials.gov) 

conducted in patients with Dysferlinopathies, another LGMD characterized by an immune 

reaction, clearly showed deleterious effects of deflazacort, the steroid routinely used in DMD 

patients. 

 Therefore, a first complete and careful assessment of steroid safety and effectiveness in 

experimental models of sarcoglycan deficiency followed by appropriate clinical trial is 

mandatory before following this therapeutical route in these patients.  

2. oATP was originally described as an irreversible P2X7R antagonist but was shown later to 

block also other P2XRs such as the P2X4 subtype, making this compound a good candidate for 

a first proof-a-principle of our hypothesis in Sgca mice, where we found an up regulation of 

both P2X7 and P2X4 receptors.  

However, numerous other P2XR antagonists, more efficient and more specific, have been 

discovered in the past few years, especially anti-P2X7R. CE-224,535 has been tested in clinical 

trials for rheumatoid arthritis in patients with an inadequate response to methotrexate. The drug 

was not efficacious, compared with placebo, but demonstrated an acceptable safety and 

tolerability profile (NCT00628095). The purinergic P2X7 antagonist AZD9056 showed to have 

the potential to improve symptoms in patients with moderate-to-severe Crohn’s disease 

combined with a beneficial risk profile. AZD9056 was well tolerated, and no serious adverse 

events were reported. The molecule GSK1482160 has already been explored as a possible tool 

to detect neuroinflammation, and a phase I clinical study in humans is currently undergoing 

(NCT00849134). Our study suggests the further analysis of these specific compounds in 

preclinical trials in Sgca or mdx mice (36-40). 

 

3. The consequences of ATP inhibition on the stability and function of lymphocyte Treg are 

particularly intriguing since the potential clinical value of targeting this T cell pool in muscle 

diseases.  Indeed, Treg exclusive immunosuppressive properties have already prompted a 

number of attempts to exploit them in cell therapy protocols both in murine models of 

autoimmunity and human graft versus host disease (NCT02088931, NCT02145325, 

NCT01210664, NCT02188719, NCT01624077, www.clinicaltrials.gov). 
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4. The adoption of CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) protein has unprecedentedly increased 

the flexibility and versatility of gene editing. It changed perspectives and opened our vision 

towards effectively edited genes for therapy.  However, cytotoxic and regulatory immune 

mechanisms can interfere with genetically edited muscle cells. The mechanisms are not known 

but may be of pivotal importance for the overall success of gene editing strategies in muscular 

dystrophies. Indeed, the clinical trials in progress for DMD are inexorably confirming that only 

a combined approach addressing genetic, inflammatory and metabolic aspects has the real 

potential to treat these disorders.  

The observation that aSG deficient primary muscle cells display a higher sensitivity to DAMP 

signals underlies the direct involvement of muscle tissue in the immune-mediated damage. 

Purpose of our studies is to evaluate how the inflammatory niche contributes to endogenous 

repair and influence the fate of gene-edited cells. It is critical to unveil the mechanisms through 

which differentiated dystrophic cells signal to the innate and adaptive immune system and to 

dissect how these pathways are reversed and/or affected in gene edited cells.
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V. Ausführliche Anteilserklärung an der erfolgten Publikation 

 
Frau Elisabetta Gazzerro hat den Artikel zusammen mit Herr Dr. Claudio Bruno gemeinsam 

verfasst. 

Alleinige Verfasserin ist sie von den Abschnitten: „Materials and Methods and Results“. Frau 

Gazzerro hat die Abbildungen mittels Bildbearbeitungsprogrammen hauptverantwortlich 

zusammengestellt. Sie wurde dabei unterstützt von Frau Stefania Assereto und Frau Serena 

Baratto.  

Beitrag im Einzelnen: 

• Experimente mit Versuchstieren (Mäuse): Bei der Zuchtplanung und -kontrolle, 

Ausführung von dem Four-Limb-Hanging Test hat sie die Mitarbeiter Frau Simona 

Baldassari, Frau Stefania Assereto, Herr Davide De Battista koordiniert. Die Isolierung 

des Muskelgewebes hat sie persönlich mit den Kollegen ausgeführt. 

• Bild 1: Für die Real-Time PCR Daten hat sie die statistische Auswertung vorgenommen 

die Ergebnisse zusammengestellt und graphisch dargestellt.  

• Bild 2: Sie hat zusammen mit Frau Dr. Graziella Messina die Zellkultur von Myoblasten 

(Labormethode) etabliert. Die Daten aller nachgeführten Experimente hat Frau 

Gazzerro analysiert: Proteinaufbereitung und -analyse, biochemischer ATP-Messungen 

(Frau Prof. Santina Bruzzone) und Zytofluorimetrie zur Apoptosemessung (Frau Dr. 

Chiara Panicucci und Lizzia Raffaghello).  

• Bild 3: Für die Real-Time PCR hat sie die statistische Auswertung der Daten und das 

Design der Graphiken durchgeführt.  

• Bild4: Die immunhistochemische Fluoreszenzfärbung und die histologische 

Aufbereitung sowie jeweilige Mikroskopie hat Frau Gazzerro gemeinsam mit Herr Dr. 

Paolo Scudieri durchgeführt. 

• Bild 5: Den Four-Limb-Hanging Test und die Messung der CK Werte (Blutwert) hat 

sie gemeinsam mit Frau Simona Baldassari und Frau Stefania Assereto durchgeführt.  

• Bild 6: Bei der morphologische Analyse des Muskelgewebes hat sie die Gewebeschnitte 

zusammen mit Frau Stefania Assereto analysiert. Für die Bildbearbeitung und Analyse 

hat sie mit Herr Paolo Scudieri kollaboriert.  
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• Bild 7: Die immunhistochemische Fluoreszenzfärbung und Mikroskopie hat sie mit 

Herr Dr. Paolo Scudieri vorgenommen. Für die Immunoblot Analyse der ASC-1 Werte 

hat sie die Arbeit von Frau Serena Baratto koordiniert und die Daten alleine analysiert. 

Die Daten hat sie gemeinsam mit Frau Dr. Elisabetta Traggiai und Herr Professor Fabio 

Grassi diskutiert. 

• Bild 8: Die immunhistochemische Fluoreszenzfärbung und Mikroskopie hat sie mit 

Herr Dr. Paolo Scudieri vorgenommen. Für die Experimente mit Real-Time PCR hat 

sie die statistische Auswertung der Daten und das Design der Graphiken durchgeführt. 

• Bild 9: Bei den Experimenten mit Real-Time PCR hat sie die statistische Auswertung 

der Daten und das Design der Graphiken durchgeführt.  

• Bild 10: Bei der Mikroskopie und Analyse (Masson Färbung) hat sie alle Experimente 

durchgeführt. Für die Immunoblot Analyse hat sie mit Frau Stefania Assereto 

zusammengearbeitet. 

Unterschrift, Datum und Stempel der betreuenden Hochschullehrer/der betreuenden 

Hochschullehrerinnen 

____________________________ 
 
Unterschrift des Doktoranden/der Doktorandin 

__________________________________ 
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VI. Auszug aus der Journal Summary List 
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VIII. Lebenslauf 

 

Mein Lebenslauf wird aus datenschutzrechtlichen Gründen in der elektronischen Version 
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